Discover how Continental is evaluating
software engineering skills remotely
with CodeInterview
HERE'S THE CONTEXT
QUICK FACTS
Customer: Continental
Employees: 230,000+
Industry: Manufacturing
HQ: Hanover, Germany
Customer since: Mar 2021

Continental is a pioneer in automotive parts
manufacturing, most notable for their leading position as a
tire producer.
The Base Software and Tooling Group in Novi Sad builds
Continental's software platform that gives application
developers a complete hardware abstraction.
The group is also responsible for developing internal tools
to streamline both engineering and manufacturing.

WHAT WAS THE ISSUE?
As the Covid pandemic hit the world, Continental had to
enable remote, online interviews in order to safely grow
their software engineering department.

"Codeinterview has become an
integral tool for our technical
interviews."

Petar Grbić
Group Leader in Software
Development at Continental

During his research, Petar Grbić received a
recommendation from a colleague in another location to
try out CodeInterview.

HOW CODEINTERVIEW
HELPED
The Base Software and Tooling team is now able to
evaluate software engineering skills during online
interviews.
In particular, they are using the collaborative code editor
in the Embedded C set of language extensions. They also
rely extensively on the virtual whiteboard and template
questions functionality.
This allows Continental's tech team in Novi Sad to
effectively evaluate software engineers remotely,
recreating an in-person experience as much as possible.

MAIN OUTCOMES
FEATURES
THEY LOVE
Real-time code editing discuss and debug
solutions with your
candidate.
Templates - save and load
common questions in 30+
languages.
Whiteboard Mode - toggle
a virtual whiteboard to
illustrate problems and
solutions.

LEARN MORE ABOUT
CODEINTERVIEW
Interested in seeing the same results at your
company? Click the button below to schedule a
free demo with a product expert. Here's what
we'll cover:
Your current situation and requirements
How CodeInterview may fit with your
existing setup
Custom pricing for high volumes (100+
interviews a month)
Address any questions you have about the
product

During the last 2 years, Continental's Base Software and
Tooling Group expanded by 350 employees. This growth
was supported by CodeInterview as the main solution for
technical interviews at the location.
As per Petar's own words, CodeInterview became
essential for evaluating software skills in online interviews.

